
On Top®

   whipped topping

Mint Chocolate Milkshake 
garnished with Rich’s On Top Whipped Topping

Breakfast Toppings Signature Beverages Layered DessertsCakes & 
Cupcakes
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SHELF LIFE: 365 days frozen, 14 days refrigerated unopened
Can be re-frozen after application.

Catering – Making large quantities of 
speed- scratch desserts has never been easier. 
Use On Top® as a filling and garnish. You can 
even re-freeze after application.

Feeling adventurous? Try mixing in simple 
pantry ingredients to create customized toppings 
and fillings that offer your customers 
on-trend or seasonal flavors.

Across the Menu...

• Breakfast - Add indulgence to breakfast 
 items and even use as a filling in-between  
 pancakes.

• Beverage - Create signature cold and hot  
 beverages that fetch premium prices. Our  
 toppings will hold up underneath a myriad 
 of delicious, creative garnishes.

• Desserts - The ready-to-use pastry   
 bag makes creating signature, fresh made  
 desserts easy! Try making layered desserts,  
 shooters, and grab and go parfaits.

PRODUCT 
CODE DESCRIPTION PACK/SIZE KEY FEATURES

02559 On Top® Whipped 
Topping 12/16 oz.

Versatile pre-whip topping in 
a convenient pastry bag. Smooth 

and creamy texture coupled 
with great taste!

16462 On Top® Whipped 
Topping Chocolate 6/16 oz.

Rich chocolate topping with 
a mousse-like texture. No High 

Fructose Corn Syrup or artificial 
colors or flavors.

09073
On Top® Whipped 

Topping Made with 
Cream

12/16 oz.
Dairy blend topping with 
authentic cream flavor. 

No High Fructose Corn Syrup.

02090 On Top® Whipped 
Topping Sugar Free 12/16 oz.

Same great taste, texture and 
performance as Original, without 

the sugar. Perfect for healthcare and 
special dietary applications.

Features and Benefits

• Versatility - Your go-to topping solution  
 that works well for many menu applications  
 and multiple foodservice offerings within  
 the same operation.

• Stability - Superior hold lets you prep  
 ahead of time or use on hot applications  
 while never sacrificing eye appeal.

• Yield - Innovative bag dispensing ensures  
 virtually 100% yield to maximize profits  
 and minimize waste.
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➊
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For detailed product information and recipe inspiration, 
please visit richsfoodservice.com


